
Understanding the Differences Between Standard, Honors, and Pre-AP English Classes

All high school English courses offer students the following learning opportunities:

● Follow a rigorous curriculum

● Work toward mastery of the North Carolina State Standards

● Develop critical thinking skills

● Write narratives, summaries, responses to literature, and argumentative essays

● Improve listening and speaking skills

● Select novels from the WS/FCS Approved Book List

● Study one grade-level required text

● Use the same text book

● Utilize technology to help improve reading and writing skills

Below are some distinctions between the different levels of high school English courses:

Standard English Course Honors English Course Pre-AP English Course

● Grade-level

expectations

● More reading of

grade-level texts

during class

● Emphasis on

improving vocabulary

● Instruction of

grade-level writing

skills (organization

and development)

● More scaffolding

provided to help

students analyze and

interpret through

writing

● Research assignments

to support a claim

● Grade-level grammar

study

● Advancement beyond

the current level of

standards

● Required reading is

often outside of class

rather than during

class

● Emphasis on concrete

as well as abstract

analysis

● Instruction of more

sophisticated writing

(organization,

development, impact

of language)

● Emphasis on

challenging writing

assignments that

require generative

rather than

responsive work and

higher levels of

synthesis of ideas

● Assignments that

involve research and

problem solving

● Exposure to more

advanced materials

and texts

● More sophisticated

grammar study

● College Board aligned

skills emphasized in

addition to North

Carolina Standards

● Consistently held to

standards of

achievement that go

beyond the North

Carolina Standard

Course of Study

● Designed to build

students’ capacities to

be successful in AP

English classes

● Develop critical

thinking and problem

solving skills as

students study

English in greater

depth

● Integrated research

assignments that

require synthesis of a

variety of sources

● Attention to advanced

grammar and writing

skills

● Use of complex texts

that emphasize

analysis and theory

● Fewer grades
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